
Second Level Degree Programme in Mercati e Intermediari Finanziari, curriculum in International 
Finance and Economics: how to fill in the gap in the Mathematical Area 
  
Student who wish to attend the Second Level Degree Programme in Mercati e Intermediari 
Finanziari, curriculum in International Finance and Economics, are required to have some skills on 
basic mathematics (calculus) in order to be able to correctly understand and pass the exams in the 
Mathematical area, recalling that the courses in Mathematical area start  the first semester of the 
first academic year. Some details about the skills required are given in the following.  
  
MAIN SKILLS: students must be able to understand the main properties of a function of one real 
variable y=f(x) and, in particular, to use the main mathematical tools to sketch the graph of a given 
function. To the scope, it is of importance to have some preliminary notions and then reach a good 
knowledge of the main basic calculus concepts. 
  
Preliminary notions:  
real numbers and intervals, solving equations and inequalities (linear, quadratic, exponential, 
logarithmic, irrational), know graphs of elementary functions (straight lines, parabola, cubic, 
exponential, logarithmic, irrational) 
Main basic calculus concepts:  
Properties of functions (increasing functions, symmetric functions, inverse functions, 
compounding functions, definition of relative and absolute maximum and minimum points etc.) 
Limits (notions of limit for x->x0 and x->+(-) infinity, their graphical meaning, calculus of limits)  
Continuity (definitions, discontinuity points)  
Derivatives (computation, max and min points of a differentiable function, convex and concave 
functions) 
Drawing the graph of a given function of one real variable. 
  
Books suggested:  
-Calculus for business, economics, life sciences, and social sciences. Barnett, Ziegler, Byleen,2015, Pearson 
Edimburg, chapters 1-2-3-4 

-Calculus 1 – J. Marsden and A. Weinstein – 1986- Springer Verlag New York 
Pages 15--191 
  
EXAM: An exam is required to verify that students have reached an appropriate knowledge of the 
basic tools in calculus, which is necessary for them to be able to actively attend the courses in the 
Mathematical Area of the second level degree programme. The exam consists of: (1) theoretical 
questions to assess the level of understanding of the theory (2) practical exercises to evaluate the 
ability to solve a given problem (students will need to be able to sketch the graph of a function of 
one real variable as a necessary condition). Three simulations of the final exam are pursued in 
what follows. Passing the exam in basic Calculus is the necessary condition to apply to all the other 
exams in the Mathematical area (“Mathematical methods in economics and finance” and 
“Portfolio theory”) 
  
EXAM SCHEDULE: The exam can be taken in person before the beginning of the courses. 
The tentative dates for the in-person exam are September 6th at 9:00 and September 12th at 9:00. 
Students who wish to take the exam are required to send an email to Prof. Elisabetta Michetti, the 
teacher of the course in “mathematical methods in economics and finance” 
(elisabetta.michetti@unimc.it) between August 21st and September 5th. 

mailto:elisabetta.michetti@unimc.it


Should students be unable to follow this schedule, different arrangements can be made with Prof. 
Elisabetta Michetti by sending an email (elisabetta.michetti@unimc.it) between August 21st and 
September 5th. 
 
 
Simulation 1 
 

1) Sketch the graph of 21
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2) Determine the domain of the following function: 
2ln(3 2)
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3) Give the definition of local maximum point and give an example of a function having a local 
(but not global) maximum point 

4) Describe the geometrical meaning of a derivative of a function in a given point and 

determine the equation of the tangent line of function 3 3xy e   in point x=1. 

 
 
Simulation 2 
 

1) Sketch the graph of 
2 1( ) xf x e    

 
2) Give the definition of a function of one real variable and give an example of a function of 

one real variable having the domain D=R-{0} 

3) Consider the following function 
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 and determine the equation of the tangent line 

in point x0=3  

4) Given the following function 2ln( 2)y x   determine its local maximum and minimum 

points 
 

 
Simulation 3 

1) Sketch the graph of 
2( ) ln( 1)f x x    

 

2) Give the definition of 
0
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  and give an example of a function defined on R and 

such that f(0)=0 and 
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3) Give the definition of an inflection point and determine the inflection points of the 

following function 2 1
y x

x
    

4) Determine the asymptotes of function 
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